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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Docket No. 50-361
30 Day Report
Licensee Event Report No. 91-002
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(d), this submittal provides the required 30 day
written Licensee Event Report (LER) for an occurrence involving the Steam
Generator Narrow Range Level System in Units 2 and 3. Since this occurrence
involves similar systems, cause, and corrective actions applicable to Units 2
and 3, a single report for Unit 2 is being submitted in accordance with NUREG-
1022. Neither the health nor the safety of plant personnel or the'public war,
affected by this occurrence,

if you require any additional information, please so advise.

Sincerely,

i
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j M cc

Enclosure:- LER No. 91-002

cc: C. W. Caldwell (USNRC Senior Resident inspector, Units 1, 2 and 3)

J. B. Martin (Regional Administrator, USNRC Region V)

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INP0)
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On February 4,1991, with Units 2 and 3 at 100% power, the NRC identified
potential errors in the Steam Generator Narrow Range Level (SGNRL) Instrument
scaling calibration calculation during an inspection of the instrument setpoint
program. SCE subsequently determined that these calculation errors affected
each of the four narrow range level transmitters on each Steam Generator (SG) in
Units 2 and 3. As a result of these errors, the measurement loop calibration
resulted in an indicated SG level greater than that which would result if the
errors were not present. Hence, the setpoint value established in the Technical
Specifications (TS) for SG low level reactor trip and Emergency Feedwater
Actuation System (EFAS) actuation was determined to be non-conservative.

A Temporary Waiver of Compliance from TS's 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 was requested and
received on February 8,1991, since tne TS Operability requirements of the SGNRL
instruments were determined to not have been met as a result of the calibration

However, the affected level instruments were capable of performing theerrors.
required safety function, since sufficient margin in other elet,ents which
contribute to the overall measurement loop uncertainty existed in the
calibration calculation to accommodate the identified errors. The temporary
waiver was obtained to avoid an unnecessary shutdown of both Units 2 and 3 in
accordance with TS 3.0.3, as would otherwise be required.

During the original plant construction, the Architect-Engineer, who was
responsible for the calibration calculation as part of the plant design, did not
utilize the correct information concerning the instrument tap span dimensions
and the correct value for SG thermal growth in developing the instrument scaling
calibration calculations.

There is no safety significance to this event. Sufficient reserve margin
existed in the calculation, such that both reactor trip and EFAS actuation would
have occurred with a SG water inventory sufficient to meet absolute minimum SG
level limits identified in the safety analysis,
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Plant: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Unit: Two and Three
Reactor Vendor: Combustion Engineering
Event Date: 02-04-91

A. CONDITIONS AT TIME OF THE EVENT:

Mode: Units 2 and 3 were both in Mode 1 at 100% power

B. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

'The steam generator (SG)[SG) low level reactor trip provides protection .

for a loss of feedwater accident and assures that the design pressure of
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) (AB] will not be exceeded due to loss of
SG heat removal. The trip set >oint ensures that SG water inventory is
sufficient to provide for RCS leat removal for at least 10 minutes prior
to the delivery of emergency feedwater by the Emergency Feedwater System
[BA). A SG low level Reactor Protection System (RPS) (J]. trip is
1nitiated by any 2 out of 4 independent level channels (CHA] associated
with either of two SGs In addition, the Emergency Feedwater Actuation
System (EFAS) associated with each SG is initiated at the low level trip
setpoint for that SG. The reactor trip and EFAS actuation setpoints are
established at a level 221%, utilizing SG narrow range instrumentation.

Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.1 states: "As a minimum, the reactor
protection instrumentation channels and bypasses of Table 3.3-1 shall be
OPERABLE...." Table 3.3-1 requires that 3 out of 4 Steam Generator Level '

Low channels be operable.

TS 3.3.2 states: "The Engineered Safety feature Actuation System (ESFAS).
instrumentation channels and bypasses shown in Table L M shall be
OPERABLE with their trip setpoints ut consistent wia ce values shown in
the Trip Setpoint column of Table 3.3-4...." Table b]-3 requires that 3
out of 4 channels be operable. Table 3.3 4 requires that the Steam
Generator Level Low trip setpoint>be 1 21% of the narrow range
instrumentation,
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C. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT: )

1. Event :--

'On February 4, 1991, with Units 2 and 3 at 100% power, the NRC
identified potential errors in the Steam Generator Narrow Range
Level (SGNRL) Instrument scaling calibration calculation during an '

inspection of the instrument setpoint program. SCE subsequently
determined that the calculation errors affected each of the 4 narrow
range level transmitters [LT) on each SG in Units 2 and 3. These ;
errors consist of: 1) misinterpretation of Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS) vender information resulting in the use of an

,

incorrect value for the distance between the SGNRL taps in the !

calculation.-(The value used was obtained by measuring the distance ,

between the upper and lower taps from the outside rather then from-
the inside of the SG. This results in an erroneous measurement,
since the lower level tap exits the SG wall at a downward angle.
Therefore, using the distance measured outside the SG caused the
value used in the calculation to be too large.); and 2) incorrect

,

selection of the thermal expansion value between the upper and lower
SG instrument level taps at normal operating temperature. (Rather

.than using the value of thermal expansion between the instrument '

taps, the thermal expansion of the SG from the SG base to the upper
instrument tap was used.) ,

As e result of these errors, the measurement loo) calibration -

resulted in an indicated SG 1evel greater than t1at which would
result if the errors were not present. Hence, the setpoint value
established in the TSs for SG low level Reactor Trip and EFAS
actuation was determined to be non conservative.

A Temporary Waiver of Compliance from TS's 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 was
requested and received on February 8, 1991, since the TS Operability
requirements of the SGNRL instruments were determined to not have
been met as a result of the calibration errors. However, the
affected level instruments were capable of performing the required
safet/ function, since sufficient margin in other elements which
contrit'ute to the overall measurement loop uncertainty existed in
the calibration calculation to accommodate the identified errors.
The temporary wavier was obtained to avoid an unnecessary shutdown
of both Units 2 and 3 in accordance with TS 3.0.3, as would
otherwise be required.

2. Inoperable Structures, Systems or Components that Contributed to the
Event:

Not applicable.

_ _- .- _ - _. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . - - . _
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I3. Sequence of Events: ,

|
ILI ACTION i

6/80 SCE site startup personnel requested guidance from the
NSSS concerning SG 1evel nozzle dimension i
inconsistencies. j

10/81 The NSSS supplier responded to SCE site startup
personnel describing the correct dimensional span for
the SG level taps.

11/81 The NSSS supplier informed the architect-engineer (AE)
of inconsistencies intthe dimensions used in the i

instrument calibration calculation (including the upward
slope of the lower SGNRL tap) and the RPS SG low level
trip setpoint. The NSSS supplier also provided specific
and general recommendations to insure setpoints were
consistent with the safety analysis.

4/82 The AE transmitter s~ '*ng calibration calcul: tion was
issued without cens. .iing the above correspondence.

4. Method of Discovery:

This discrepancy was discovered by the NRC during an NRC inspection
of the instrument setpoint program.

5. Personnel Actions and Analysis of Actions:

Not applicable,
i

6. Safety System Responses:

Not applicable.

D. CAUSE OF THE EVENT:

The AE, who was responsible for the SG level instrument scaling
calculations as part of the plant design, did not correctly determine: 1)
the span dimension between the upper and lower SGNRL instrument taps (The
value used was obtained by measuring the distance between the upper and
lower taps from the outside rather than from the inside of the SG. This
results in a larger value than the correct value, since the lower level
tap exits the SG wall at a downward angle.); and 2) the change in the span
dimension between the upper and lower instrument taps as a result of the
thermal growth of the SG. (Rather than using the value of thermal
expansion between the instrument taps, the thermal expansion of the SG
from the SG base to the upper instrument tap was used.)

- _ . -- - . . , . ---.- . .. - - . _ .
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The information concerning the correct instrument tap span dimensions was
formally transmitted to the AE by the NSSS supplier and was available to
the AE prior to the preparation of the calculations. Due to the lapse of l

time since the calculations were completed, SCE has Deen unable to I

identify the specific cause for this error,
lThe value chosen for the thermal growth '. cears to have been a i

substitutional error, since the value used in the calculation is the
correct value for thermal growth of the SG between the SG base and the
upper instrument tap penetration.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

1. Corrective Actions Taken:

The setpoints for SG low level RPS trip and EFAS actuation were
raised to 27% narrow range SG level te accommodate the calculational
errors. This setpoint value will ensure that the trip / actuation
will occur at or above the safety analysis values.

2. Planned Corrective Actions:

a. The scaling calibration calculation for each safety-related
narrow range SG transmitter is being revised to incorporate
the correct instrument tap span dimension and thermal
expansion value,

b. At the next refueling outage for Unit 2 (scheduled for mid-
1991) and Unit 3 (scheduled for late 1991), the SG narrow
range level transmitter instruments spans will be recalibrated
in accordance with the evisea scaling calculation. After
this is accomplished on both Units 2 and 3, the SG low level
RPS trip and EFAS actuation setpoints will be restored to 21%.

c. In April 1990, SCE initiated a comprehensive program to
re-evaluate all safety-related instrumentation setpoints
at Units 2 and 3. This program includes: 1) performing
loop accuracy calculations; 2) reviewing calibration
techniques; 3) reviewing setpoint values to establish
consistency with the design bases; and 4) resolution of
any inconsistencies identified. SCE believes that this
program would have identified these calculational
errors.

. _ _ -_. - ._ _ - - - - . _ - .. . - - ..
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F. SAFETY-SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT:

There is no safety significance to this event. The instrument setpoint
calculation contains additional margin, which compensates for the )
identified calculational errors. Specifically, San Onofre Units 2 and 3 )employs the Redundant Instrument Monitoring System, which monitors
redundant channels of like instrumentation, from which actual instrument
drift can be determined and monitored. Comparing the current actual SG. :level-instrument drift with the drift assumed in the design calculations '

reveals an available margin, which when combined with other existing
margin in the existing calculation, will accommodate the margin reduction
imposed by the errorc in the setpoint scaling calculation. Since, in
balance,_ the minimum required margin of safety was-maintained, it is
concluded that the safety analysis remains valid.

E

G '. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

1. - Component Failure Information:

- Not applicable.

2. Previous LERs for Similar Events:

None,
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